Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Given the prominent presence in the web of documents that combines text and images, it becomes crucial to be able to properly process them. In spite of the maturity and reliability of natural language processing (NLP) and computer vision (CV) technologies, an independent processing of the textual and visual part of a document is not sufficient. A more integrated process is necessary. Indeed, the pictorial and textual parts of a document typically provide complementary information about a set of entities occurring both in the picture and in the text. For instance, in a news about a car accident, the text may mention the brand and model of the car and the name of the driver, while the picture may reveal the car brand and model as well, but also the car color and its status after the crash. The information conveyed by the two media can be joined by linking the entities mentioned in the text with those shown in the pictures, possibly integrating them with some background knowledge that provides further information about the entities. We call this task *Visual-Textual-Knowledge Entity Linking (VTKEL)*. More precisely, the VTKEL task aims at detecting and linking the maximum visual and textual portions of a document that refer to the same or individual entities of the document, a.k.a. *entity mentions*, with the corresponding entity (or a newly created one) in a knowledge base.

State-of-the-art only provides partial solutions to the VTKEL task. Namely entity linking \[[@CR1]\] align textual mentions to entities of a knowledge base, coreference resolution \[[@CR2]\] links different textual mentions of the same entity, visual entity linking \[[@CR3]\] align visual entity mentions to a knowledge base, visual semantic alignment \[[@CR4]\] links different visual entity mentions that refer to the same entity, and, text to image coreference \[[@CR5]\] aligns visual and textual mentions of the same entity.

The paper introduces [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps}[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} (Visual-Textual-Knowledge Entity Linker), an algorithm for solving the VTKEL task that combines state-of-the-art NLP and computer vision tools, and ontological reasoning. Given a document composed of text and image, [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} applies an object detector to the image, resulting in a set of bounding boxes labeled with classes of the ontology. Each bounding box is called *visual mention* and the corresponding object, which is an instance of the class label, is called *visual entity*. In parallel, [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} processes the text with a tool for entity recognition, which labels the noun phrases with classes of the ontology. The recognized noun phrases are called *textual mentions* and the corresponding instances of the ontological class are *textual entities*. Finally, [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} attempts to link visual and textual mentions which correspond to the same entity. This final task is done by exploiting ontological knowledge about class/subclass hierarchy, and similarity information available in the textual mentions.

To evaluate [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps}, we created a ground-truth dataset for the VTKEL task, called the *Visual-Textual-Knowledge Entity Linking dataset (VTKEL)*. This dataset is derived from the Flickr30k-Entities \[[@CR6]\] dataset, which contains about 30 K images, each described by 5 captions. Each picture is annotated with bounding boxes for objects and with coreference chains (a coreference chain links mentions of the same entities across different captions with the corresponding bounding box). We extended the Flickr30k-Entities by annotating each element of the coreference chains with the proper ontological class. As a reference ontology, we adopted YAGO \[[@CR7]\]. Since the linking of the ontological class is performed automatically (by using PIKES \[[@CR8], [@CR22]\]), we manually evaluate the accuracy by checking 1000 randomly selected entries from the VTKEL dataset. The resulting accuracy was about $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$95\%$$\end{document}$ (notice that PIKES annotates *all* the noun phrases). Out of the 1000 pictures, we created a dataset, called [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^*$$\end{document}$, by manually correcting the errors.

We evaluate [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} on both [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} and [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^*$$\end{document}$ datasets. The evaluation is performed in three sub-tasks i.e. visual entities detection and typing, textual entities detection and typing, and visual textual coreference. The F1 measure for visual entities detection and typing on [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$64.9\%$$\end{document}$ respectively; The F1 measure for textual entities detection and typing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$90.5\%$$\end{document}$; the F1 for visual textual conference is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$50.4\%$$\end{document}$.

The paper is structured as follows: in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we give a detailed formulation of the VTKEL task. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we review the main approaches related to the VTKEL task and argue that only partial solutions are available. Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} describes [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} in details. In Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we describe the experiments. Section [6](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} provides some conclusions and future research directions.

Visual-Textual-Knowledge Entity Linking {#Sec2}
=======================================

The Visual-Textual-Knowledge Entity Linking (VTKEL) task takes in input a document composed of text and a picture.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} More precisely, a document *d* is a pair , where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d_t$$\end{document}$ is a text in natural language represented as a string of characters and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d_i$$\end{document}$ is an image, represented as a 3-channel $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(w\times h)$$\end{document}$-matrix. We ignore all the structural information about the document, e.g. the relative position of the image w.r.t. the text, the explicit references to the figures, etc. If *e* is an entity of the domain of discourse of a document *d*, for example a specific *car* or a *person*, a *textual mention* of *e* in *d* is a portion of the text $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d_t$$\end{document}$) of the mention. Analogously, a *visual mention* of an entity *e* is a region of the picture $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d_i$$\end{document}$ that shows (a characterizing part of) the entity *e*. E.g., the region of a picture that shows the (face of a) *person* is a visual mention of that *person*. If we restrict to rectangular regions (a.k.a. bounding boxes) a visual mention can be represented by a bounding box encoded by four integers with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0\le y,y+h\le height(d_i)$$\end{document}$, where represents the position of the pixel in the top left corner of the bounding box, and *w*, *h* represent the width and height of the bounding box (in pixels).

A knowledge base is a logical theory that states properties and relations about a set of entities, called the domain, using a logical language. In description logics a knowledge base is composed of a T-box and an A-box. The T-box contains a set of axioms of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsf {R}\sqsubseteq \mathsf {S}$$\end{document}$, for some concept expressions *C* and *D* and relations *R* and *S* stating that *C* is a subclass of *D* (*R* is a sub-relation of *S*). The A-box contains assertions of the form *C*(*e*) (the entity *e* is of type *C*) and *R*(*e*, *f*) (the pair of entities are in relation *R*) where *e* and *f* are entities of the knowledge base and *C* and *R* are concept and role expressions respectively. The *entities* of a knowledge base are constant symbols that explicitly occur in some axiom of the T-box or assertion of the A-box. For instance, the T-box may contain the knowledge that every car has a manufacturer and that a manufacturer is a company. This knowledge can be formalized by the axioms ![](497124_1_En_24_Figa_HTML.gif){#d30e914} and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {hasManufacturer}$$\end{document}$ is a relation (or role). The A-box may contain the knowledge that a specific car (an entity), say $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {car}_{22}$$\end{document}$, is a BMW and that BMW is a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {Manufacturer}$$\end{document}$. This is formalized by the assertional axioms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Problem 1 (VTKEL) {#FPar1}
-----------------

Given a document composed of a text $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d_t$$\end{document}$ and an image $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d_i$$\end{document}$ and a knowledge base *K*, *VTKEL* is the problem of detecting all the entities mentioned in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d_i$$\end{document}$, and linking them to the corresponding entities in *K*, if they are present, or to newly added entities of the correct type.

Fig. 1.The picture shows the output of the VTKEL task, which takes in input a picture with related text and an ontology. The output consists of a set of visual mentions (c.f. the bounding boxes in the image) and textual mentions (c.f. the highlighted words in the sentences), corresponding to the mentioned entities (in this case: a ball, a woman, the tennis court and a racket), and the extension (or alignment) of the ontology with entities of the correct (most specific) type.

An example of the result of the VTKEL task is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. VTKEL is a complex task that requires the solution of a set of well studied elementary tasks in NLP, CV, and logical reasoning. In particular, the following are the key subtasks of VTKEL: entity recognition and classification (i.e. typing) in texts  \[[@CR9]\]; object detection in images  \[[@CR10]\]; textual co-reference resolution  \[[@CR2]\]; textual entity linking to a knowledge base (ontology) \[[@CR1]\]; visual entity linking to a knowledge base (ontology)  \[[@CR11]\]; visual and textual co-reference resolution  \[[@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR12]\]. We propose a method to solve the VTKEL task which is obtained by composing state-of-the-art tools that solve some of the subtasks listed above.

Related Work {#Sec3}
============

Recently the NLP and CV scientific communities devoted some effort in investigating the interaction and integration of text and image. For an exhaustive survey of the approaches in the area of entity information extraction and linking, we refer the reader to \[[@CR13]\]. In particular: \[[@CR5]\] exploits natural language descriptions of a picture in order to understand the content of the scene itself. The proposed approach solves the image-to-text coreference problem. It successively exploits the visual information and visual-textual coreference previously found to solve coreference in text. The work described in \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\] tackles the problem of ranking the concepts from the knowledge base that best represents the core message expressed in an image. This work involves the three elements: Image, Text, and Knowledge, but it does not provide information about the entities mentioned in the text and shown in the image. The approach in \[[@CR3]\] adapts Markov Random Fields to represent the dependencies between what is shown in the frames of videos about the wild-life animal and the subtitles. The main objective is to detect the animal shown in a frame, and the mentions of animal in the subtitle. The set of entities are the animal names available in WordNet \[[@CR16]\]. Object detection is not performed: the approach assumes that only one animal is shown in a frame, and the vision part consists of image classification. Furthermore, no background knowledge about animals is used. \[[@CR11]\] proposes a basic framework for visual entity linking to DBpedia and Freebase. The approach involves also textual processing since the link of bounding boxes to DBpedia and Freebase entities is found passing through an automatically generated textual description of the image. The approach uses the Flickr8k dataset, which is a subset of the Flikr30k-Entities dataset. A combination of textual coreference resolution and linking of image and textual mentions is described in \[[@CR17]\] with the objective of solving the problem of assigning names to people appearing in TV-show.

Concerning datasets that combine text and images, there are several resources available, however, none of them have all the three components necessary for the VTKEL task. VisualGenome \[[@CR18]\] is an extremely large dataset that contains pictures in which objects are annotated with their types, attributes, and relationships. Annotations are mapped to WordNet synsets. Objects can also be annotated with some short sentence that describes some qualitative property of the object. E.g., "The girl is feeding the elephant" or "a handle of bananas". However, there is no alignment between the objects mentioned in these phrases and the objects shown in the picture. E.g., there is no bounding box for the object "bananas" or "elephant". The Visual Relationship Dataset (VRD) \[[@CR19]\] is a dataset of images annotated with bounding boxes around key objects. Furthermore, VRD contains annotations about relationships between objects in the form of triplets ![](497124_1_En_24_Figc_HTML.gif){#d30e1097} describing the scene. Examples of annotations are and . However, these annotations are not aligned to any knowledge base. The Microsoft COCO dataset \[[@CR20]\] contains pictures associated with five captions. They are annotated with objects regions of any shape (not simple bounding boxes) and each region is assigned with an object-type. This dataset does not contain any information about the relation between object regions, and the relation between regions and mentions in the captions. Conceptual Captions \[[@CR21]\] is a recently introduced dataset that has been developed for automatic image caption generation. It contains one order of magnitude more items than Microsoft COCO. It is a realistic dataset as images with captions have been automatically extracted and filtered from the web. However, there is no visual/textual mention annotation and visual textual entity linking.

From the above analysis, it becomes clear that there is not a single, comprehensive approach corresponding to the VTKEL task. This justifies the introduction of the task, the development of a ground truth dataset, and a first (baseline) algorithm for its solution.

The [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} Algorithm {#Sec4}
=====================================

[VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} is composed of two sequential phases: The first phase, *the entity detection phase*, focuses on visual entity detection & typing (VMD-VET) and textual entity detection & typing (TMD-TET); the second phase, *the matching phase*, attempts to match the discovered entities i.e. visual-textual coreference (VTC). The entity detection phase is based on the output of state-of-the-art tools in NLP and CV. The matching phase is realized by using the semantic matching which exploits the knowledge available in the T-box (i.e. class/subclass hierarchy). In the following, we illustrate the different steps for each phase.

***Visual Mention Detection (VMD):*** To implement VMD, we process images with YOLO \[[@CR23]\], which returns a set of bounding box proposals each of which is associated with a YOLO-class and a confidence score in \[0,1\]. We used the model pre-trained on the 80 classes of the COCO dataset. Among the bounding box candidates, we retain only those having confidence equal or greater than a specified threshold (in the experiments we set it to 0.5). In general, one could use some more sophisticated selection criteria that take into account also the co-occurrence with the other bounding box candidates (e.g., glass and bottle are more probable than glass and elephant) and the output of the textual mention detection and the ontological knowledge. For the picture of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, YOLO returns three bounding box candidates with score higher than 0.5, labeled with *person*, *ball* and *racket*, but no bounding box has been found for the tennis court (due to the lack of appropriate classes for locations in the YOLO class set).

***Visual Entity Typing (VET):*** The objective of this sub-task is to find the correct most specific class in the knowledge base that can be associated to each visual entity associated to the visual mention detected in the VMD step. Notice that the COCO class does not correspond one-to-one with the YAGO classes, this implies that we need to map the class returned by YOLO into YAGO. A naïve way to implement this task is to map the label contained in the output of the object detector to its corresponding ontology class. Also, here more sophisticated methods can be implemented that take into account also the weight of the labels or additional visual/numerical features. In the [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} algorithm, we adopt the straightforward approach of manually mapping the 80 COCO classes to the corresponding (most specific) classes of the YAGO ontology.[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} Examples of mappings from COCO to YAGO are: ![](497124_1_En_24_Figd_HTML.gif){#d30e1168} , ![](497124_1_En_24_Fige_HTML.gif){#d30e1171} , and ![](497124_1_En_24_Figf_HTML.gif){#d30e1174} .

***Textual Mention Detection (TMD):*** To detect textual mentions of entities we process the text with the PIKES suite, which provides services for both textual mention detection and textual entity typing to the YAGO ontology. These two tasks are tightly integrated in PIKES, however, for conceptual clarity, here we present them separately. Let us focus on the entity mention detection. Given a text in input PIKES applies different state-of-the-art NLP techniques to discover entity mentions depending on their "nature":*named entity mentions* (e.g., Barak Obama, Trento, IBM) refers to entities for which there is an individual in the knowledge base. They are recognized and linked (performing a task called Entity Linking) to the corresponding entity in YAGO (the knowledge base is not extended).*common nouns* (e.g., racket, ball, player, and woman) implicitly identify entities, by referring to their type (e.g., the mention of "racket" does not refer to the general notion of racket, but to a specific object, of type racket). Common nouns are discovered via word sense disambiguation (WSD). For every common noun, WSD returns the WordNet synset corresponding to the correct sense in which the noun is used. For instance, the correct sense of "racket" is the one indicating a sport equipment, and not a loud and disturbing noise. A new entity is created and added to the knowledge base for common nouns occurring in the text.Some further processing is performed to properly handle compound noun phrases (e.g., "a female tennis player"). PIKES also performs a syntactic analysis of the text: in particular, words in a noun phrase can be tagged either with *head* or with *modifier*, depending on their syntactic role in the noun phrase (e.g., in "a female tennis player" the noun "player" is the head and "female" and "tennis" are modifiers). In the current version of the [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} algorithm, a new entity is added to the knowledge base only for the head noun, and not for its modifiers.

For example, for the first sentence of the caption in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, PIKES detects three textual mentions: *woman*, *court* and *ball*.

***Textual Entity Typing (TET):*** This task is also implemented using PIKES primitives. Typing for named entities is not necessary since these entities are in the YAGO knowledge base, and thus already typed according to the YAGO ontology. For the common nouns, we exploit the mapping from WordNet to YAGO also available in PIKES to obtain the (more specific) YAGO class associated to the WordNet synset of the mention, and the corresponding type assertion will be added to the knowledge base. For example, for the first sentence of the caption in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, PIKES types the entities corresponding to the textual mentions *woman*, *court* and *ball*, with the YAGO classes yago:Woman110787470, yago:Court108329453, and yago:Ball102778669, respectively.

***Visual Textual Coreference (VTC):*** This is the last sub-task that has to be accomplished by [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps}. For this task, we exploit the class/subclass hierarchy between the classes in the knowledge base. Let *VE* and *TE* be the set of textual and visual entities that are mentioned in a visual-textual document, and that are present in the knowledge base with a given type. The coreference sub-task has the objective of finding the coreference relation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_t\sqsubseteq C_e$$\end{document}$ holds in the knowledge base.

In simple situations, the above criteria uniquely defines the coreference relations. This is the case for instance for the example presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. However, in many cases the relation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$CR\subseteq VE\times TE$$\end{document}$ is not uniquely defined by the above criteria. Nevertheless, the problem can be straightforwardly encoded as a MaxSat problem. In case of CRs with equal total weight, a random choice is taken although additional heuristics could be implemented either by using some supervised learning method or by handcrafting the weight of a pair by exploiting some additional features of the mentions of *ve* and *te*.

Experimental Evaluations {#Sec5}
========================

To evaluate the performance of [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps}, we have developed two ground truth datasets \[[@CR25]\]. The first one, called [VTKEL]{.smallcaps}, has been derived from Flickr30k-Entities, and it is generated automatically by typing the visual and textual entities with classes from the YAGO ontology. The second one, called [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^*$$\end{document}$, has been obtained by randomly selecting 1000 pictures (and the corresponding captions) from the first dataset, and manually validating and revising the proposed alignments to YAGO. In the following, we provide some details on the datasets, and then we describe the evaluations conducted.

Datasets {#Sec6}
--------

The first dataset called VTKEL,[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} has been obtained by extending the Flickr30k-Entities dataset by linking textual and visual mentions to entities assigned with the most specific YAGO class. Looking at Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we started form the left part of the figure (the picture and captions, with annotated visual and textual mentions, and alignment between corresponding mentions), available in the Flickr30k-Entities, and we extended it with the right part, by populating a knowledge base with corresponding entities typed according to the YAGO ontology. The 30K [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} dataset has been automatically produced by processing the captions of Flickr30k-Entities with PIKES for entity recognition and linking to YAGO. Specifically, for each textual mention (aligned to a visual mention) in Flickr30k-Entities, detected also by PIKES, a corresponding entity is created (or aligned to, if already existing) and typed according to the appropriate YAGO ontology.

The second dataset, called [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^*$$\end{document}$,[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} has been obtained by randomly sampling 1000 entries from the VTKEL dataset (corresponding to 20, 356 textual mentions, and 8673 visual mentions). Every entry of [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^*$$\end{document}$ has been manually checked for the correctness and completeness of the YAGO classes associated to the mentioned entities. Wrong and missing links are manually adjusted. Errors are mainly due to the incorrect word sense disambiguation: e.g., in some cases, "bus" was linked to the concept of the computer bus, instead of that of coach, and "arm" to weapon instead of bodypart. The construction of [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^*$$\end{document}$-dataset allows us also to estimate the error rate of the larger VTKEL dataset. In particular, we found no missing link (i.e., recall is 100%) and 916 incorrectly linked mentions, which amounts to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Precision = 0.955, Recall = 0.893, and~F1 = 0.923$$\end{document}$. We believe that an error rate of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\approx 4.5\%$$\end{document}$ is physiological also in manually developed datasets, and therefore we believe that the [VTKEL]{.smallcaps}-dataset can be reasonably considered a ground truth.

To maximize reusability and connection with the Semantic Web, we represent the datasets in RDF. This representation will also support semantic visual query answering via standard SPARQL language. To organize the dataset, we adopt the model proposed in \[[@CR8]\], extending it for representing visual mentions. The model is organized in three distinct yet interlinked representation layers: *Resource*, *Mention*, and *Entity layer*.

Evaluation {#Sec7}
----------

We evaluated the performances of [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} on both VTKEL and VTKEL\* datasets. We separately assessed the performance on the three sub-tasks described in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. We use the standard metrics, namely precision (*P*), recall (*R*), and F-score ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_1$$\end{document}$). The figures obtained from the evaluation are reported in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1.[VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} evaluation results[VTKEL]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_1$$\end{document}$VMD + VET0.7650.5740.6570.7310.5850.649TMD + TET0.9540.8840.9180.9420.8720.905VTC0.5860.5580.5710.5140.4860.504

***Visual Entities Detection and Typing (VMD) + (VET):*** To evaluate the visual detection part, we use standard method adopted for evaluating object detection. A visual mention $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_p$$\end{document}$ produced by [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} on an image is considered to be correct if the ground truth annotation of the image contains a bounding box $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_g$$\end{document}$ such that the intersection over union ratio ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{area(b_p \cap b_g)}{area(b_p)~\cup ~area(b_g)}$$\end{document}$) is greater or equal to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_g$$\end{document}$ in YAGO. For the 1000 entries dataset [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^*$$\end{document}$, [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} predicted 6914 total visual entities with respect to the 9243 annotated visual entity objects. [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} correctly predicted 5306 ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P = 0.767, R = 0.574, F1 = 0.657$$\end{document}$) of them. By using the same procedure for 30 K entries VTKEL dataset, [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} predicted 220, 853 total visual entities with respect to the 275, 770 annotated visual entity objects. [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} correctly predicted 161, 342 ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P = 0.731, R = 0.585, F1 = 0.649$$\end{document}$) of them. In the majority of the cases, [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} framework ignored human bodyparts and clothing during the prediction of visual mentions due to the 80 classes of COCO dataset \[[@CR20]\]. In some cases, [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} predicts additional correct visual mention not annotated in Flickr30k-Entities. In the evaluation, these are considered errors though they are not strictly so.

***Textual Entities Detection and Typing (TMD) + (TET):*** To evaluate the performance of this sub-task, we apply a criterion analogous to the visual entity detection and typing sub-task. A textual mention $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_p$$\end{document}$ predicted by [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} on a caption, is considered to be correct if the ground truth annotation on the caption contains a mention $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_g$$\end{document}$ according to the YAGO class hierarchy. From the 5000 captions of [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^*$$\end{document}$dataset, [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} wrongly recognized and linked 935 out of total 20, 374 textual entities, which amount to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Recall = 0.884$$\end{document}$, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F1 =0.918$$\end{document}$. Similarly, for 158, 605 captions of [VTKEL]{.smallcaps}dataset, [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} correctly recognized and linked 576, 769 out of total 612, 281 textual entities. Most of the errors during entity recognition and linking are due to the word sense disambiguation.

***Visual Textual Coreference (VTC):*** We evaluate the capability of [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} of aligning visual and textual entities. A coreference pair produced by [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} is correct, if the ground truth contains the triple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ve_g\ \texttt {owl:sameAs} ~te_v$$\end{document}$ such that the visual mentions (bounding boxes) of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ve_g$$\end{document}$ matches (under the IOU ratio), the textual mention of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$te_p$$\end{document}$ matches the textual mention of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$te_g$$\end{document}$). Notice that here we are not considering the types of the entities. Type compatibility is indeed guaranteed by the fact that coreference pairs are added only if their types are compatible (i.e., they are either equal or in subclass relation in YAGO). From the 1000 entries [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^*$$\end{document}$dataset, [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} correctly aligned 4082 visual entities with 8681 textual entities out of total 6914 visual and 14, 786 textual entities ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P = 0.586, R = 0.558, F1 = 0.571$$\end{document}$). Similarly, for VTKEL dataset, [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps} correctly aligned 118, 502 visual entities with 243, 831 textual entities out of total 220, 853 visual and 576, 769 textual entities. In most of the cases, the alignment of human-body parts and clothing with visual entities are missed by [VT-LinKEr]{.smallcaps}.

Conclusion and Future Works {#Sec8}
===========================

In this paper, we have introduced a new complex task for recognizing mentions of entities in multimedia documents composed of image and text, and align them with a reference ontology. This task turns out to be rather important for many applications in the area of multimedia indexing processing and retrieval, e.g., information extraction from multimedia systems \[[@CR24]\], for visual question answering \[[@CR26]\], and for visual textual dialogue systems \[[@CR27]\]. We argue that there are advantages to solve the VTKEL task in a collective manner, i.e., trying to jointly solve all the tasks involved in it. For this reason, we created a new dataset annotated with all the information necessary for the VTKEL task. We perform this in a completely automatic manner, by processing the captions of the Flickr30k dataset to find entities and linking them to the YAGO ontology. We also developed the first algorithm to solve the task of VTKEL. The proposed algorithm is developed by using state-of-the-art tools for object detection in images, entity recognition in text, entity linking to ontologies and alignment of visual-textual entity mentions. This allows us to close the loop between language, vision, and knowledge. In the future, we are planning to improve the accuracy of every single sub-task, especially the object detection, by using a more complete set of object classes. We also planned to implement a more sophisticated method for the visual-textual entity matching, based on supervised methods, or statistical relational learning methods. We also want to apply the method to a dataset that includes more pictures and text different from captions (e.g., short news with pictures).

<https://github.com/shahidost/Baseline4VTKEL>.

For the sake of simplicity, we consider only documents that contain one single picture. The extension to multiple pictures, though intuitive, presents additional challenges that are out of the scope of this paper.

The whole mapping can be downloaded from <https://figshare.com/articles/YOLO_to_YAGO_classes_mapping/8889848>.

The [VTKEL]{.smallcaps} dataset can be downloaded from <https://figshare.com/articles/VTKEL_dataset/9816242/4>.

<https://figshare.com/articles/VTKEL_dataset/10318985>.
